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Fourteen
Students,
20

Six Clemson Men to Go
Tb Land Grant Meeting

Butler Hare
To Speak
Tuesday

Faculty Men
Members

Fourteen Clemson seniors have
Been elected to Clemson's chapCongressman-elect Butler B. ter of Phi Kappa Phi, national
November 14
Hare of Saluda will be the gue6t honor society, which will be' ofspeaker at the Fellowship Club ficially installed here Nov. 22.
Si:jc men, Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun,
Members all have a grade point
supper meeting Tuesday, Nov. 15.
dean of the school of chemistry,
ratio of 6.0 above and Clemson's
Members
of
the
club
are
to
inDr. Herbert P. Cooper, dean of
vite new men on the campus to six schools are represented.
the : school of agriculture and diThose elected are:
the meeting as their guests.
rectc r of the Clemson experiment
T. R. Bainbridge, Robert HesHare
will
also
speak
to
the
facetati >n, Rupert A. McGinty, viceter, M. M. Nichols and N. R. Page,
ulty
of
the
school
of
general
liredftor of the Clemson experichemistry; J. K. Smith, textile
science the same day.
station, David W. Watkins,
chemistry; C. A. Dewey and J. C.
The Minarets, Clemson ArchiSuccessor
to
John
Taylor
of
Anitor of extension service, Dr. tectural society, elected four stuCook, M. fc.; P. G. Ford, C. E.; E.
derson
as
congressman
from
the
r
mentiel B. Earle, dean of the dents to membership last night.
T. McCurry, W. C. Seabrook and
Third
district,
Butler
Hare
is
a
direcfl of engineering and T. W.
K. J. McKown, E. E.; T. B. Artis,
They are: R. M. Geer, H. Stubformer congressman.
Samtan will leave late this week blefield, H. N. Webb, W. E. HallHe was author of the original Ag. Education; R. J. Ferree and
schotpresent
Clemson
at
the
5
2nd
v
man.
Phillipine Independence bill, and H. M. Covington, Horticulture.
\Morgal convention of the AssociaTechnical Organization
The informal initiation will behas been mentioned as a possible
te re*f Land Grant Colleges which gin Monday morning and will exPhi Kappa Phi is an organizachoice for the post of Governorantfia be held in Chicago Nov. 14, tend through Thanksgiving. A
tion of high standing having chapGeneral of the islands.
tion find 16.
ters at practically all the land
novel exhibition for the Thanksis to. Enoch W. Sikes, president, giving Day game will be arranged
grant colleges in the United States
as well as at a number of other
15, ?)ugh he is one of the most by the initiation^c^rninittfte^This
institutions. It is to technical
Diinent men in the association,
seffor^BiTT
schools like Clemson what Phi
altht^aj^ttiluuffl 'nut be"abie t~ arlisle, Bill Brackett, and HasBeta Kappa is to the classical
Pron?dthe convention because of sie Forrester.
schools. Members are selected on
,At the meeting, plans for the
SM^iit business in South Carolina
the basis of high scholarship and
next week. Dr. Sikes, it will be coming year were discussed. Inch-aracW. To be eligible for memrenumbered, was one of the prin- teresting speakers will be invited
bership a student must be in the
cipal speakers at the meeting of to address the Minarets and the
upper eighth of his class.
the association which was held corps of cadets will be invited to
The following letter was reInstallation of the Clemson
in 'Vfashington laet year.
hear them.
ceived this week by Mr. J. C. chapter is scheduled to take place
Attended by representatives of
An intermission party for the
Littlejohri, Clemson business man- on the afternoon of Nov. 22. The
Land Grant Colleges from each Thanksgiving Day game will be
ager, from A. G. Taylor of Fur- ceremony will be in charge of Dr.
of tie 48 states .and three United the first social function of this
man, who is secretary-treasurer of E. C. Auchter, Chief of the Bureau
States possessions, the Association year.
the Sirrine stadium committee:
of Plant industry, U. S. D. A., and
of L».nd Grant Colleges meets an"We appreciate the courtesies National Regent of the Society.
nually to discuss problems and
shown the Furman students in alIt is expected that representaadvancements of the various
lowing them a special admission tives from nearby institutions will
branches of work covered by these
to section 7 of the east stands for be present to take part in the incolleges, and problems meriting
the game. Many of our students stallation. Following the installathe attention of the association.
occupied the section and enjoyed tion willbe the initiation of the
TJjis year, in addition to the
the game ever so much. * To show student members and a banquet.
discussions concerning the four
our appreciation, this same section
The officers of the local organprincipal services of Land Grant
Mrs. Carrie Goodman, Clemson
has been set aside for Clemson ization are president, R. A. McColleges—extension service, re- postmaster, said today that actual
students next Saturday, Nov. 12, Ginty; vice-president, Dr. S. B.
search, teaching, and home eco- construction work on Clemson's
at our game with the University Earle; secretary, Dr. D. C. Shelnomics—special consideration will new $50,000 post office will begin
<$> Final organization of the new^>
of South Carolina. The admission don; treasurer, Dr. G. H. Aull,
be kiven to the accrediting of Monday morning.
Calhoun Forensic Society will be
charge to this game for Clemson Journal correspondent, Dr. F. H. '
Lan^ Grant Colleges. In the past
The building, a standard decompleted tonight.
students is 40c. The students will H. Calhoun.
INVITATION
no pkrtcular agent has been given sign, will be completed by May 14.
At a joint meeting last Thurspurchase tickets and enter at gate
These and the following are
the authority to accredit the va- The Batson-Cook company of West
President R. W. Rivenday the Palmetto and Calhoun lit- on Cleveland Street. Each ticket the charter members of the Clemrious courses taught in Land Point, Georgia, are constructors.
erary societies accepted a charter, bark of the Central Dance will call for a reserved seat in son chapter: A. B. Credle, Dr. J.
Graiit Colleges, and as a result
Some $90,000 was appropriated
dissolving those societies and
section 7. Please let your students B. Edmond, L. H. Hunter, Dr. G.
a great deal of confusion has for the building. New equipment
F. W. Durban was elected vice- creating the new forensic group. Association today extended know about this. The rest of the M. Armstrong, W. B. Aull, Dr. H.
arisen as to just what subjects and furnishings will probably be president, J. O. Sweeney, corresJ. C. Williams was named chairseats in the east stands are all
should be included in the various bought with the additional $40,- ponding secretary, and R. B. Fick- man of a committee to draft the an invitation to all faculty reserved and are being sold at the M. Brown, Dr. H. P. Cooper, D. D.
courlses. It seems likely, however, 000. The college will landscape the ling, alamni secretary of Clemson's new organization's constitution, members "to act as chap- regular admission price of $2.20. Curtis, Dr. D. W. Daniel, R. K.
Eaton, J. P. LaMMter, Dr. H. L.
that an agent will be appointed grounds.
Blue Key chapter Tuesday.
and Professor Paul Lucas was se- erons at the Thanksgiving
Before aii&t^T1" wmson we would W'jt'ii'ar, J. II. Sams S. R. Rhodes,
at fthis convention to prescribe
John Brailsford is president of lected as faculty adviser.
like to discuss with you a recipro- and Dr. J. E. Ward, Jr.
the /curriculum for each of the
the national honor leadership fraThe Calhoun forensic society dances Wednesday and cal arrangement about admitting
D. C. Sheldon, J. B. Edmond, H.
departments of Land Grant Colternity's Clemson division, which will have jurisdiction over all Thursday, Nov. 23 and 24." your students to our games and L. Hunter and A. B. Credle are
leges:.
is planning an elaborate informa- Clemson college forensic activities.
our students to your games. I am members of other chapters of Phi
tion program for campus visitors Debating, declamation, oratorical
sure this can be worked out satis- Kappa Phi as well as charter memday, Nov. 24. Too, and harangue teams will be sefactorily to all parties."
bers of the local chapter. Two
The seniors in the agronomy home-coming
began this week on the lected soon to represent Clemson
other members on the campus are
department and the agronomy work
Blue
Key
directory
which
will
in
intercollegiate
competitions.
O. M. Clark and H. T. Polk.
staff recently took a one day trip probably be off the press within
Chairman
Williams
and
other
through the mountain area of
the
month.
members
of
the
organization
comSouth Carolina, North Carolina
mittee' this week invited all stuand Georgia to study the sand
dents interested in forensics to
stone soils of this region.
join the new society.
They went to Highlands, FrankBen Robertson, author and
lin, Clayton, and returned to
J. B. Hall, a Clemson man and
journalist, returned to Clemson
The Minor Block "C" club is
Clemson
by
way
of
Toccoa.
from London, England, Saturday. a member of Clemson's honor initiating
President J. O. Sweeney of the
five juniors. They are:
Mr. Robertson went to Europe writer's fraternity Gamma Alpha W. B. Wade,
seniolr class announced today that
R. A. King and H. T.
on an assignment for Scribner's Mu, this week assumed the editor- Bengal, tennis,
Lyceum Course tickets will go on
and two cheer
magazine in September, when the ship of the Anderson Daily Mail. leaders, W. H. Manning asd J. E
sale-Monday.
Glover Miller, former editor, has
The Clemson chapter of the
A. B. Bryan, agricultural editor recent crisis was at its peak. Had
Miss Mildred Dilling, renown
Almeida.
American Society of Agricultural of the South Carolina Experi- the war materialized, he would accepted a place with the Farm
harpist, will present the first of
The "shrimp" go through two
Security
Administration.
have
been
an
observer
with
the
Engineers
this
week
selected,
for
ment Stations, has recently pubthe i^yceum programs in January.
"Gators" was the name chosen
weeks of informal initiation.
Mr.
Hall
has
been
city
editor
of
Other possible programs will be by the Florida-Clemson boy club membership, nine prominent ag- lished the fourth volumn of the Red armies of Russia.
Minor letters are awarded for
In England he visited with the Daily Mail since 1930. He is swimming,
South Carolina Academy of Science
conducted by the Charlotte Sym- formed recently at a meeting ricultural engineering students.
rifle team, tennis and
an
active
Clemson
alumnus.
Plans are for the initiation to bulletin which serves for the year Lloyd George, and a number of
phony orchestra, a Shakespearian Tuesday night. At the same time,
cheer
leading.
other prominent English and
troupe and some other artist. Hunter Askis of Jacksonville was last two weeks. The initiates are: 1938.
Dr. G. H. Collings, professor of American statesmen. He is preparPossibly four programs will be elected Acting President until the Seniors: F. H. Scarborough, B. E.
presented, says Sweeney.
club could be better organized and Scott, and C. E. Hendricks; soph- agronomy, is secretary-treasurer ing three articles for Scribner's
omores: T. C. Bethea, J. E. Cot- of the South Carolina Academy of during his stay at Clemson.
Joe Guess is chairman of the regular officers chosen.
The journalist is a Clemson
President Askis appointed a tingham, A. S. Burgess, H. N. Science which is affiliated with
committee handling ticket sales.
The prices are: $1.50 for students committee to aid him in managing Dent, R. J. Berry, and F. E. Rog- the American Association for the graduate and a member of GamSam Reed, honor agriculture
President Westray Q. Rivenbark
ers.
Advancement of Science. Other ma Alpha Mu, honor Clemson writand $2.00 for others.
the club.
Clemson faculty members belong- er's fraternity sponsored by Oc- of the Central Dance Association student and an outstanding Junior,
ing to the Academy are Dr. W. B. tavus Roy Cohen. He is author of announced today that Clemson's recently won a trip to the National
Aull,
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun, Dr. the much-criticized historic novel, Jungaleers will furnish the music Livestock Exposition at Chicago,
TO/^TJT/^ A r\ f\ and the annual Land Grant college meeting go these three
for the annual Thanksgiving as well as $85.00 cash. He will
H. P. Cooper, Dr. S. B. Earle, Dr. "Travelers' Rest."
collect soon.
V^JLllV^ixljrV/ Clemson Deans and other Clemson officials November 14.
Mr. Robertson will be with his dances Nov. 23 and 24.
J. B^ Edmond, Dr. H. L. Hunter,
Swift and Company, wholesale
The two dances will be informal,
Those pictured below are Drs. F. H. H. Calhoun, H. P. Cooper and S. B. Earle. Director
Mr. C. L. Morgan, and Mr. Frank- father, Mr. B. F. Robertson, state
and Rivenbark invites both Clem- meat packers, offered the trip to
chemist, for about two months.
lin Shermans
DA\L Watkins and T. W. Morgan of the extension service and vice-director R. A. Mcthe writer of an essay.
son and Furman students.
--Photo By Lee.
.sgfijity of the experiment station are the other Clemson delegates.
The entire faculty has been
invited to this series to act as
chaperons.
Prices for students: Wednesday,
Dr. D. A. Clyburn, the successor $1.25; Thursday, $1.25; Block
The Seneca high school students
$2.00
took over the .municipal affairs in of H. O. Chambers as pastor of ticket,
Girls will be placed, says Riventhe
Clemson
Methodist
church
will
the towhship of Seneca last Tuesbark.
day. The local revolution which deliver his opening sermon next
Sunday,
Nov.
13.
He
is
a
graduate
lasted for two hours, resulted in
the capture and jailing of the of Wofford college and of Emory
town's most "desperate" character, University, and was previously the
extension secretary of the conferCornish Wilkinson.
Wilkinson, according to the stu- ence board of education.
Dr. G. H. Collings, professor of
Dr. Clyburn, with his wife and
dent officials, had been slandering
"Those of you who can get your
and misrepresenting the high two children, will arrive at the agronomy and associate agrono- mind around the corner will know
mists
Dr.
W.
R.
Paden,
Dr.
H.
T.
school teachers in his gossip col- campus Thursday evening.
Folk, Dr. Frank Moser and Dr. what I'm talking about."
umn in the Seneca Journal.
■—-Brearley.
G. B. Killinger of the experiment
The students headed by their
station will go to Washington,
"The two greatest enemys of
"mayor," Horace Gaillard, inflictNov. 15, for a four day joint meet- mankind are the man without a
ed on the city a one hour reign
ing of American Society of Agron- country and the man without a
of terror. Their purge of citizens,
Col. C. W. Weeks, commandant omy and the Soil Science Society speech."
however, began and ended with
—Lane.
and PMS&T announced today, that of America.
the wiley Wilkinson.
The meetings will be held at
for the first time in many_years
"If he agrees with me, he's
Clemson has not filled its ROTC the Mayflower Hotel and presentaadvanced quota. Figures compiled tion of papers by leading crop right."
—Gates.
by the commandant's office show and soil men of the country will
that some 559 cadets passed phys- feature the program.
"There is no greater sin inThe Tiger will present a ra- ical examinations and were enrollvolved in drinking liquor than
dio program over station WAIM, ed, but funds are available for
there is in drinking kerosene oil
Anderson and Clemson, at 12:15, 585 advanced standing cadets.
or gasoline."
The number enrolled today,
Thursday, Nov. 24, Thanksgiving
—Daniel.
however,
is
about
twice
that
of
last
day.
Representatives
of
the
Tiger
and
year
and
previous
years.
No definite plans have been an"There is nothing more revealSeveral men who failed to pass Taps returned from Cincinnati ing than a pop quiz."
nounced yet, but the program will
last
Sunday
reporting
a
most
sucthe
physical
examination
because
be under the supervision of man—Holmes.
aging editor Earl Mazo, and will of weight variations are taking cessful Associated Collegiate Press
Convention.
Clftnson
was
repre"I
doubt
seriously
if
a
professor
the
ROTC
theory
course
and
if
probably include newscasts and
items concerned with the annual they have adjusted their weight sented at the convention by the ever sees more than $25 in cold
Clemson - Furman Thanksgiving by the second semester they will editor and business manager of cash in a month."
the Tiger and of Taps.
-r-Ward.
be admitted then, he said.
day classic.
itaijts
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Minarets
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Four Men

Clemson Students
To Pay 40 Cents
For Furman Game

New Post Office
Construction to
Begin Monday

Calhoun Forensic Society to Hold
Organization Meeting Here Tonight

Durban, Sweeney,
Fickling Elected

Agronomy Seniors
Take Soil Trip

Ti cket Campaign
For Lyceum to
Begin Monday

Ben Robertson

Back On Campus

Ag Society

Floridians Form
Clemson 'Gator' Club

Names Nine

J. B. Hall Named
Anderson Editor

Minor V Club
Initiating Five

Academy of Science
Bulletin Off Press

Local Talent to Play Reed Wins Swift
Thanksgiving Series Contest; $85

Wilkinson Jailed By To Preach Initial
Sermon Sunday
Seneca Youths

crkei

Agronomists to Be At
Washington Meeting

R. 0. T. C. Quota
Not Filled

The Tiger To Take
The Air Thanksgiving

Tiger, Taps Men Back
From Convention
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A MATTER OF ETHICS—I beFounded by the class of 1907 lieve that this paper is larger than
and published weekly during the
any individual
in this school,
college session by students of
so it is naturClemson College.
al that I refuse
to gainsay the
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ethics of a
at the postoffice, Clemson, S. C.
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Hempstead and W. B. Wilson.
(Reportorial To Be Announced.)
A WORTHY OBJECTIVE—
Eminent psychologists say
that all men are confronted by
three major basic problems.
They list them as: "What will
be my profession?" ''Shall I
marry, and if so, whom?" and
"What is to be my main purpose in life?''
Certainly every Clemson ca_/.-'tfe'T"y"s1rs\ himself at some time
or other- "What do I really exject to get out of life or put
into i*? What is my rightful
duty ? Toward what end should
I strive?"
The last section in the code
of ethics of the American society of heating and ventilating engineers forms an excellent answer to that question.
The code says "He (the engineer) will interest himself
in the public welfare in behalf
of which he will be ready to
apply his special knowledge,
skill, and training for the use
and benefit of mankind."
Every man, no matter what
his field of endeavor, from agriculture to medicine, may well
adopt that for his own code of
righteous living. He^heed seek
no farther for a purpose in
life, for he can find no nobler
' cause to serve than the needs
of his human brothers.
—F. Mills.

Campus Camera

for those of
the individual.
Several times
during the present semester I
have been criticized because
of the sly sayings of our Oscar. Let me say that this column Js
not one wherein personal feelings are viewed, nor is it a chance
for us to pick on any one gay
socialite. It is a column by which
the corps is kept in step with the
rovings, activities, etc., of our
outstanding social climbers here
at Clemson. I personally read "Oscar" before it-is set up to see
that it doesn't get out of control.
Again, however, I do refuse to
change a single item of "Oscar"
because of the rather small feeling
of any person that his or} her toes
are being stepped on more than
necessary. And, according to the
ethics of a newspaperman, I am
the only person who is allowed to
take anything from an anonymous
column. See me with your complaints.
NEW P. O—With the next appropriation given to this column,
I would like to see a small amount
set aside to buy and keep several
horses *or ■9HS5» company :n school,
men, each company could have
several "rat-equestrians". At the
usual calls by upperclassmen at
"8 12, and 5" for freshmen to go
to the postoffice, the horses could
be quickly saddled and bridled
and with the brave freshmen up,
a "Hi-yooo Silver," and the halfmile race to the P. O. begins.
'Two bucks on the nose on F-l's
pacemaker 'Hurricane'." The new
postoffice behind the Y would be
the scene of many a daring feat
of riding. " Rat" Zilch of 'Z'
company dashes up on 'Metoo,' the
favorite, he's off—he's in the P.
0., with a brave gesture he flings
open four boxes—the resident
spiders cheer lustily as he flings
them their next week's supply of
food and fire wood—he's out
again—he's on again^and he's
over the line by a nose. Gosh,
how that lad can ride."
FURMAN—In a more serious
vein—it is hot the policy of this
paper to further emnities between
Clemson and Furman. We feel
that the school should be willing
to meet Furman half way and no
further. I believe that our animosity toward Furman should not go
beyond the football field. In the
incident of a week or so ago, the
cadets did not tangle with Furman students but rather with authorities of the stadium committee. I would like to see the students of Clemson demand that
they be met half way. We'll be
fair if they give us a chance to be.
ANNOUNCEMENT
There will be no TIGER
published next Thursday.
The
special Thanksgiving
and Furman game, issue will
appear the following Wednesady> November 23.
Bradley Speaks To Council
Professor Bradley spoke to the
sophomore Y council last Monday
night on "Tapping Sources of
Power."
He stated that the average man
utilized only ten percent of his
possible mental power, and that
intellect, character, personality,
and spiritual manship are the
means of gaining power.

By A. C. P.

OjOCKSrYo^
TRAINERS AT
.SOME OF THE
LARGEST
UNIVERSITIES
CLAIM THEV
USE FROM
14- TO 18
MILES OF
ADHESIVE
TAPE DURING
lUE-FOOTBAIL
SEASON!/

Popular Opinion ■ - -

KJJOOK

CHICAGO WAS
THE FIRST TO
USE NUMERALS
ON UNIFORMS.
CHI.-WIS. GAME
- 1913 -

) A-C.P.

That there*was a strange name
opposite that of "Scotia" DeLoach's on the last dance roster
and it looks as if Scotia had
strayed from the straight and
narrow again. Anyway she was
over fifteen.
OSCAR. SAYS - - -

scales is standing it all. Especially since Rebecca, Sooky
d Peg
are not the only users.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

That Henry Chitty needn worry about the date he stood i p last
Saturday. She got to go ai. yway,
without his assistance

That Jack Baskin's new car
OSCAR SAYS makes the trip to Columbia in
That Gilmore Sims shouldn't
nothing flat now, and Oscar thinks string two girls in the same ischool
Jack's heart trouble is really se- at the same time, particularly
rious.
when they realize it
OSCAR SAYS - - -

OSCAR SAYS

That somebody ought to take it
That last year's rifle (tihamp
upon himself to tell "Speaker" made quite an impression on a
Crawford that it isn't necessary zoo freshman with his manyj keys.
OSCAR SAYS
to have a block ticket to listen
That he expects to see Cafrolina
to the music from the outside.
play this Saturday but he knows
OSCAR SAYS - - That all you can hear in senior he wouldn't pay $1.10 if : t was
barracks now is "deal me out," not for the good-looking spc nsors.
OSCAR SAYS "it's a shot,", "come seven," and
That Bob Moorman had hiJ i fling
"a natural". Oscar is expecting
someone to install a roulette wheel in Greenville after the fc otball
game, but Oscar saw him about
anyday now.
10:30 P. M. making some fiflte flyOSCAR SAYS - - That Framp "our own" Durban ing tackles.
OSCAR SAYS
may have goody-goodied while in
That "Rock" Rentz took hiim inCincinnati,' but Oscar knows he
arrived at the Hotel Gibson just to her confidence and tobl him
in time to stop the fire at five that it was she and not Eiitacita
A. M. Saturday, which doesn't who was taking up Benjy Mjoore's
spare moments.
sound so goody-goody to him.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

OSCAR SAYS -

That once again the collfege is
That R. Westray Rivenbark is
teething on little Delia before he going to be blessed with a si udent
steps back into the. line behind magazine. We all remembejr the
"Brigadier" and it is comforting
Teeny.
to know that the Ag Journal} can't
_
OSCAR. .SAYS - - be any worse.
That Soireeing IstP;
OS0*
wants to learn and that he ain't
That he hopes all the caae"
saying a thing about Lib Anderson
a.nd Sarah Roseblum, Johnsonian attend the Carolina-Furman 37
spokeswomen, and their facial ex- will remember they are Clo ^
pressions banquet night at the gentlemen and that there w place
no recurrance of what took
convention last week.
at the Davidson game.
OSCAR SAYS - - OSCAR SAYS ■ - That T. G. "sweet boy" Young's
That human nature will prove
boots are pretty and that his name
adets
will never again appear in this its flexibility when the rs of
column, and that he, Oscar, wasn't become temporary support*
j
spying while T. B., campaign boots the Gamecocks this week.
OSCAR SAYS - - t
and ambition stripes, Soiree'd at
That he suggested to ' cplonel
the Erskine Convention—cause Bookhart that night is the time
Oscar wasn't there.
for sleeping but that Hoyt insists
OSCAR SAYS - - re
re
That Buck Beech claims he had on snoozing in class and the >wf°
°*
a good time at the convention his record looks like a r<
last week, but Buck thinks that goose eggs.
OSCAR SAYS - - \
Erskine socials would be more
That, seriously, some maj take
popular if held out under the old
apple tree or some place where the this column in a personal light,
light could not hurt his sensitive but such a view is entirely u ncalled for and rather small.
eyes.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

OSCAR SAYS - - -

That Ricky Rivenbark en lured
That he knows all about how
to braVe the
the girls gain weight after enter- the tortures of H
ing Winthrop, and he, Oscar, won- streets of Charlotte in his nfewlyI
ders how Peg Williams' little acquired cowboy slippers.

J^eaaes

Low-Landers Club
Organized Here

MINNESOTA'S ALL-AMERICAN FULLBACK
OF 1926-27, WAS NEVER THROWN FOR.
A LOU IN HIj1 ENTIRE COLLEGIATE CAREER

(FRANK RINKEY, WBSHIMG
152 POUNDS, PLAYED AT YALE
FOUR YEARS AND IT IS CLAIMED
WAT NOT A YARD WAS GAINED
• AROUND HIS END/

CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
The students who publish the
college paper, 'THE TICKER, hate
to have it censored. It all began
in 1934 when a member of the
faculty decided that their April
Fool edition was not fit to read.
I Since then the students believe
that others are taking great joy
in censoring their college paper. It
is not limited to the paper, oftimes the editor himself is suspended. The student pressmen
must defend their paper. Surely
the censorer was a good man—
how could they return the offending blow?
Then at last came the long
awaited opportunity. The professor
who had scuffed their paper as
being crude and obscene had written a book; they would review it!
The book was enti'tled "Mexican
Love" and was not published in
the U. S. but rather in England
where the laws are less rigid. The
book reviewer was in his glory.
All he need do was to relate some
of the chapter titles. Here are a
few: "A Platonic Kiss," "A Siren's
Boudoir," (I must remember what
happened to the ex-editor of the
Ticker when he was not discreet.
If you want to hear the other
.pities see me in room 141 after
By G. M. McMillan
any meal).
The U. S. postal officials threat-'
"IF YOU KNEW YOU WOULD ATTAIN SUCCESS, NO ene^ joJmr_the TICKERJU-fimJhe..
Ts if it contained the review
MATTER WHAT BUSINESS OR PROFESSION YQtJ~
of the professor's book. The New
FOLLOWED, WOULD YOU STUDY THE COURSE
York Society for the suppression,
of Vice denounced it.
YOU ARE INOW STUDYING AT CLEMSON?"
The professor made the startling comeback, "When you write
H. N. Webb (Architecture): ing) : "I'm afraid not. I'd study a book for young people you have
"No. I'd take commercial art, be- business administration and go in- to make the titles rather interestcause I believe 'there are greater to the wholesale brokerage busi- ing."
N
ness."
possibilities in that line."
G. W. C.
?
? ? ?
? ? ? ?
It seems that each year a guest
H. M. Covington (Agriculture):
Benjy Moore (Civil Engineer- visits Greenville's Womans' coling) : "The only reason I'm taking lege and takes a meal in the stu"I believe I would."
?
? ? ?
C E is because I'm going into dent dining hall. She is disguised
Clinton Cook and Bill Boyle the air corps."
as just another one of the fre?
? ? ?
(Mechanical Engineering): "Yes,
quent guests but in reality she is
Charlie
Ldttlejohn
(Chemical
we would. We both like it."
there to observe the table manEngineering):
"Yes.
I
like
it
bet?
? ? ?
ners, the habits and the general
Freddie Thompson (Textile En- ter than anything else."
traditions of that female student
? ? ? ?
gineering) : "No, I've always been
body.
Smitty Smith (general Science):
partial to medicine, so I'd probabThe girls were all unaware of
"Yes. Because I think it offers a the presence of this important
ly study that."
wider field for the pursuit of va- person, thus what ever they did
?
? ? ?
Sam Hunt (Electrical Engineer- ried interests."
entirely unpretentious. The girls
were not perfect, but whatever
they did was extremely natural.
If they got up from their table
before the* "bugle" blew, that was
all right. They say that they take
advantage of the fact that they
By Bill Wade.
are at G. W. C. and not Winthrop.
Friday:
What was the result? They were
"KIDNAPPED"
given a national ratir,g and selectRobert Louis Stevenson's great
ed as the most rounded, in tradiadventure story with Freddie
tions and activities, of any SouthBartholomew, Warner Baxter, and
ern girl's school.
A
Southerner
Discovers
the
Arleen Whelan in the leading
IOWA STATE
roles, Freddie is as good as ever South:
Last week at a conference of
and much less "English." Arleen
By Johnathan Daniels
distinguished educators Iowa State
Whelan is worth looking at two
Mr. Daniels, well qualified for University's psychologists gave ashours even though the picture is
the discovery, is a true southerner. tounding proof that an individhistorically good anyhow.
He is a liberal and an editor of a ual's I. Q. could be changed.
Ever since psychology became a
North Carolina newspaper.
Saturday:
"THE CHASER"
After plunging into the situa- college subject the idea that one>
I. Q. could not be changed. The
With Dennis O'Keefe and Ann tion Mr. Daniels explodes and
Morris, two new comers who are shatters the illusion cherished by belief was that each person was
rumored to be definitely on the all southerners and envied by all born with a certain I. Q. and was
thence forth doomed to go through
way to stardom. No story to base others. These southerners in their
life with the same degree of inan opinion on but it's another Southland are not a mythological
telligence.
one of those movie quiz pictures. people, perhaps more real than
Iowa made this important disany other group, for they have covery accidentally, after learning
Monday:
been nourished with the cream that many of Iowa's children were
"LITTLE MISS BROADWAY"
Well here's Shirley Temple and are now facing real adversi- dying at an early age they decided
that state should do something
again, and she's not'canvassing for ties—their test of life.
To gather the material for this When a pig belonging to a farmer
the Red Cross—although she
might as well be as far as Clem- book the author traveled the died the state looked into the matson students are concerned—at roads and by-roads from Mary- ter, found the cause, and remedied
least that is the general concensus land to the Gulf. Through the it. Likewise the state probed into
of opinion. Even Liberty won't Carolinas he studied the labor the cause of early deaths among
give it three stars so why should situation; in Mississippi the Delta children. It was while taking care
this columnist. Nevertheless Shir- Co-operative Plantation* in Ar- of these babies that the universley still has her baby teeth (at the kansas the Dyess Colony. He went ity's psychologists made the disage of eight) and helped by Jimmy from Beale Street in Memphis to covery. They found that a child's
Durante and George Murphy she the West Paces Road in Atlanta. I. Q. could be raised sometimes as
does turn in another pretty decent He glimpsed at the aristocracy of much as 20 points, thus giving
performance.
"So Red The Rose" and the hopes to many of us.
GEORGIA TECH
squalor of "Tobacco Road."
Tuesday:
The "Technicians" down in
Mr. Daniels challenges anyone
"PRISON NURSE"
to give the borders of our Dixie- Georgia that keep from studying
With Henry Wilcoxen and Ma- land! He speaks of a lady in Dela- on Sunday nights Orson Welles'
rian Marsh. No previews available. ware who is certain she is a Mercury Theatre over CBS hookup is recommended for excellent
Wednesday:
southerner, and a dirt farmer in
drama and superb acting. So good
"I'LL GIVE A MILLION"
Texas who harbors a dream of a that the statistics show that the
Warner Baxter again as a lucky
plantation such as a^pre-war Vir- intelligence rating of the average
millionaire who offers a million
dollars for,a friend. Marjorie Wea- ginia estate. As boundaries, the U. S. citizen dropped from a
ver wins Warner, the million, and Atlantic and the Gulf are fairly 12 year old mind to a 10 year old
the audience as well. Peter Lorre reliable, but the Potamac and the mind when 500,001 people believis superb as a warf rat in top and Mississippi are not in the least ed that New Jersey had been destroyed by robots from Mars. This
tails. He and John Carradine steal accurate.
Johnathan Daniels has discover- writer dismayfully agrees with the
the show with their interpretation
ed
the
real
South.
"Technicians."
of hoboes masquerading as milThe average American co-ed is
lionaires.
Science For The Citizen:
a fresh heir fiend.
By Lancelot Hogben
A best-seller in England this with the nervous system.
The author has a lively style.
book is taking the states by storm.
Professor Hogben of Cambridge It is intriguing and refreshing and
University gives the world a uni- one's interest is never allowed to
The "Low-iLanders" Club was fied outline of science. He has in- slack. The remarkable thing is
organized Tuesday night by stu- terpreted in one volume our com- that it may be picked up and opendents at Clemson from Beaufort plete sum of knowledge from the ed anywhere and read with fascinating interest.
social point of view.
and Jasper counties.
The author takes the citizen and
The oficers are: H. E. "Goon"
New Books
Miller, president; Arnold Grayson, links the dynamics of the most inThe college library is again ofvice-president; E. W. Cooler, sec- tricate science with him. He says fering several new books to the
retary and treasurer.
there is growing number of adoles- students. These, hot off the press,
Other members are: Bill Darby, cents who realize that they will are available: Growth Of A Man,
R. L. Bringle, John Levin, B. L. be the victims of the destructive by Mazo de la Roche; Rebecca,
Webb, Perry Wilson, Stewart Car- powers of science—(misapplied. by Daphne du Maurier; the Bucter, Arnold Garbade, Rodgers Alt- Hogben maintains that science caneers, by Edith Wharton; Cripman, Donald Marvin, Charles helped to make this chaotic world pled Splendor, by Evan John; ApCampbell, Jack Osbourne, Pink- what it is today; science can cure pointment With Death, by Agatha
ney Eve, Demosthenes, H. J., it of its ills.
Christie; Zaca Venture, by WilChester Cooler, C. E. Smtih, E. P.
Knowing that scientific discov- liam Beebe; Lament For A Maker,
Hueguenin, A. Z. Cox, B. A. Bax- eries effect the everyday lives of by Michael Innes; The General's
ley and H. E, Jaeckel.
everyone, this book is an essential Lady, by Esther Forbes, My Son,
part of every man's education. A by Howard Spring.
brief summary of the contents
GETTYS IN BAHAMAS
New books in the Clemson liNick P>Gettys,.who left at the inflames us; the Conquest of Sub- brary:
end of the 36-37 session after hav- stitutes dealing with organic chem"Dunant" by Martin Gumpert,
ing taken a two year course at istrjfj— the Conquest of Power deal- " "The Story of the Red Cross and
Clemson, is now operating a dairy ing with X-ray and radio—the Its Founder"; "The Horse and
at a large resort at Hatchet Bay, Conquest of Disease dealing with Buggy Doctor" by Arthur HetzNassau, on the island of Eleuthe- Darwinism and genetics-—the Con- ler; "Cleopatra" by Emil Ludra in the Bahamas.
quest of Behavior which treats wig.
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7
... for your benefit
Relentlessly a mechanical mouth at Bell Telephone Laboratories keeps talking... talking..
talking into this new type telephone. Other telephol
are being frozen, steamed, baked, lifted and drop]
into their cradles by machines.
Why all these laboratory tortures? Simply beca
your telephone must prove it can take more use
abuse than it will ever get in its normal lifetime. It ]
be ready to give you the best possible telephone set
Exhaustive testing of Bell System apparatus is
reason you can depend on your telephone always.

Why not telephone home oftener?
! /'
Rates to most points are lowest any time ;'
after 7 P. M. and all day Sunday.
j f

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

v^
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Miss McGillicuddy Remarks On
Piedmont Columnist
Bald Heads And George Washington

INNER

Bob
Henry Tau Beta Pi initiate\ViJote the winning paper in
'fns year's honor engineer's
fr4ternity competition. Henry /discussed engineering in
ilia South. His paper will
be (printed in the next issue
of i^hf Tiger.

By Arthurina McGillicuddy
<s>
Following beautiful interference
and charging hard and low, I finally got through the gate of Sirrine stadium and into the George
Washington game. Mr. McMillan,
the outstanding Sergeant Major
of Clemson was our escort.
I was faced by a very difficult
By Arthur Williams
situation during the first half.
Bill
Cason
and his battling pugs
The sun was from the West, and I
was sitting on the east of Mr. Mc- step into the sporting limelight
Millan, and his haircut being what this week as they start practice
it is, the sun was reflected into with the strongest squad of mitmy eyes all the while. But by ment ever to turn out at Clempointing, and giggling, I finally son, 32 in number, and with an
very courteously and gently let experienced boxer in every diviMr. McMillan see what was hap- sion, the team is hoping to repening, and he very kindly moved peat its last year's performance
as Southern Conference champeast and I went west.
Right across from us some boys ions, and has its eye' cast on naand girls were sitting in the stands tional honors.
Bill Cason, who was just edged
and cheering for George Washington. I asked my escort who they out of the Southern Conference
were, and he told me that he championship in the 169 division
though some prep school children will be back as captain of the
must have come down with the team. Harvey Ferguson, king of
Washington team to form a cheer- the Southern Conference light
ing section. "Oh, no," he finally heavies will probably lose Weight
said, "they must be from that and take Russel Dorn's weight
little Furman place. Isn't that in at 159. Warren Wilson, a finalist
Greenville?" Never having heard in the national Golden Glove tourmuch of Furman, I couldn't an- nament last year will replace
Ferguson at light heavy, and Ben
swer.
The game was very simple. Mc- Maynard will be there to back
Fadden grabbed the ball and ran him up. Milton Berry is letter man
for a touchdown. Bryant grabbed in the bantamweights, while Tedthe ball and ran for a touchdown. dy Boselli has stepped up to 129.
Everybody on Clemson's team Edgar Ross will furnish Teddy
grabbed the ball and ran for tough competition.
Lauren Dreisbach, outstanding
touchdowns. So many boys made
touchdowns that orice when George candidate for 139 starred for last
Washington made a long gain on a year's.freshmen. He's a southpaw
play, Coach Neely ran out on the with experience and punch. Henry
field and made the referee give and Brady will take Bob Jone's
George Washington the ball so place in the next highest weight
chey wouldn't get discouraged, and division. Brady was tops in last
so the Clemson men wouldn't have year's intra-mural tournament,
and with a bit of experience under
to run for so many touchdowns.
One woman three rows down, his belt, should be as good as
and two seats to the right had any pug in the Southland.
Coach Jones is optimistic over
on a hat just like mine but in
spite of that the game was a his team's chances this year, and
barring accidents the squad should
great success.
(Editor's Note: — Anyone be at least as good as any in the
knowing anything of the land.
whereabouts of Furman college
please write Arthurina, care of
this paper.)

Boxers Start
Workouts

Dr. I Collins Speaks
To rather-Son Banquet
D|r. G. H. Collings, professor
of aferonomy, spoke at the Father
and>l Son banquet Saturday evening (or the Cleveland high school
students and their dads.
IjLLUGH IN ARKANSAS
■V«oots Klugh, son of Professor
Klufh of tne engineering dept. recently accepted a place with the
government in Little Rock, Arkansas. ;Woots is a Clemson graduate.
Compliments

endleton Oil Mill

Dictatorship Rise
Discussed By IRC

TIGERS!
I MAKE THIS DRUG STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS
\ Complete Luncheonette — RCA Radios — Cut Rate Drugs

STANDARD DRUG CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

9

One hundred and fifty boys and
seventy-five girls celebrated Clemson's victory over George Washington at the Greenville-CIemson
Club's Saturday night dance at
the Greenville Armory.
Swinging to the rythms of the
Jungaleers, the crowd "got hot"
about 8:30 and remained that
way til midnight when the dance
ended.
The majority of those present
were Clemson cadets, many of
whom deemed the dance "pretty
good," and "excelelnt."

AND GOOD

COAL LAUNDRY HEATERS
From $4.35 to $6.35

SENECA HARDWARE CO.
SENECA, S. C.

THONE 13

The highlight of the International Relations club meeting held
Tuesday night was the talk by
Henry Covington on the "Tendencies toward Dictatorship."
The IRC of Clemson is unique
in it's organization in that each
member is assigned a country of
his own choice about which he
presents something at every meeting.
Though dates have not been set
for the joint meeting of the IRC's
of other colleges with Clemson's
IRC, it has been announced that
G. W. C. and Furman will meet
with the Clemson IRC soon.

Greenville-CIemson
Dance Successful

CIRCULATING HEATERS
From $20.50 to $85.00

Speaks
Prof. J. D. Lane of the English
department spoke at the Pendleton high school last week.

jTREAT YOUR FRIENDS AND YOURSELF AT OUR FOUNTAIN
CLEAN - SANITARY - SATISFYING
JUMBO

ICE CREAM SODA

WALNUT SUNDAE

12

15

c

ic

A MEAL & DESSERT IN ONE

YOUR FAVORITE FLAVOR

Toasted Sandwiches-*- Crackers - Cookies - Confections
CHOCOLATE

DOUBLE RICH

MILK SHAKES
Chocolate—
Strawberry—
Pineapple

FROSTED MALTED

VanillaCherry-

10V

10

EAT IT WITH A SPOON

tWATCH FOR FOOTBALL CONTEST WINNERS ON SODA FOUNTAIN MIRROR
WEEKLY

r

oDruo Lstompan
ipanu}> *Jnc.
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S.

McCOLLUM,

Owner

The Official College Book and Supply Store

ALL ABOARD

for Greenville arid the
George
Washington
game shouted the porters Saturday afternoon, and some
2,000 Clemson students piled into two special trains. The
round trip fare was thirty cents.

Tells of Rat Game

(Editor's Note:—The follow- <$>
ing apeared in Harry Ashmore's "From Where I Sit"
column in the Greenville Piedmont recently. Ashmore is a
former Tiger editor, and his
views here are those of the
Tiger staff.)
So, after an entire season of
sitting in Sirrine stadium and
watching some pretty awful football, I went out again yesterday
afternoon against my better judgment. It was a freshman game,
and even if one of the freshman
teams involved did represent my
alma mater, I still came within
an ace of not going.
Freshman football has never
meant anything to me, one way or
the other, not matter who is playing. I'm educated. I went to college, and I know that freshman
teams are designed solely to keep
some prospective material tough
and in touch with the game until
they grow, up and become eligible
for the varsity. And I also know
that the frosh are just so many
chopping blocks. They have no
chance to work out any defense
or offense of their own, for all
season they are kept busy running
the plays of the team the varsity
will face the next week, a different
technique every week.
Because I'm smart and know all
those things I didn't care much
about the game. I had a ticket
somebody had given me because
I work on a newspaper, and the
boss told me nobody else wanted
the afternoon off and I might as
well take it, and those are the two
reasons I slouched into Sirrine
stadium about five minutes after
the kickoff yesterday afternoon.
I sat with my back against the
empty press box and watched the
first quarter with a maximum of
apathy. The ones in the white
shirts were representatives of
Clemson, my alma mater, but,
knowing that Clemson's coaches
didn't care much whether they
won or lost, I didn't care either.
Then too, I could look across to
the other side of the stadium
where some 10 Clemson students
were backing their team, but not
very loudly.
Then, before I knew what was
happening to me, the kids down
there had me standing up in my
seat and screaming. First they
kicked a field goal from an impossible angle. Then they stopped
a Furman drive with their backs
against their own goal posts—
something their big brothers aren't
noted for doing.
I didn't know why those kids
had me by the throat and had me
standing in the middle of the
Furman cheering section screaming for them, but the guy sitting
next to me did. He spent a goodly
number of years coaching high
school and college teams, and
would probably still be at it if he
hadn't decided that the beating the
kids take on the gridiron isn't
worth the few dollars and the brief
moment of glory they get in return.
It's a matter of spirit, of sheer
intestinal fortitude, the ex-coach
explained. The kids on any freshman team have a lot on the ball
that their elders on the varsity
don't have. They aren't particularly well-trained and nobody much
comes out to see them play and
whether they win or lose doesn't,
make a great deal of difference t"
their coaches. Nobody's job hangs
on the outcome of a freshman
game.
But what they, in their youth
and inexperience, lack in technique they make up for with the
sheer will to . win. Theirs is the
pure competitive spirit. You see
no grandstanding when freshmen
play. At least thafs the way the
ex-coach explained it to me, and
he knows a lot about these things.
I only know that watching those
kids yesterday I was impressed,
impressed, as a matter of record,
a lot more than I have been watching any varsity play in a long
time. I can't help the feeling when
I watch big time -football that out
there on the grass in front of me
are a lo of big, tough lads who
are doing the best they can because they want to work their way
through college in the only way
they know how.
But yesterday I stood up
through the last quarter, and I
didn't have to because there werenot enought people in the stadium
to keep me from seeing what was
happening. I thrilled when Clemson, with a 13-10 lead staring
them in the face made one of the
most impressive rallies I've ever
witnessed.
There was less than a minute
left in the ball game and the boys
took the ball on their own 30
yard line. With three impossible
passes they moved to Furman's
three yard line, and nothing could
have stopped that touchdown,
nothing, that is, except the
referee's gun which ended the
game and left the boys with heartbreak and defeat.
The Furman students rushed
out to bear their victorious warriors from the field on their
shoulders. The Clemson boys walked off alone, and I wanted to go
out there and pat the boys on the
back and tell them they were
swell.
And it's the first time I've, felt
like that in a long time.
CLINT TAYLOR
HOME AGAIN
Clint Taylor, prominent campus
figure during last summer's democratic primaries when he ran for
Pickens county game warden, is
at home, after undergoing a strenious appendicitis operation.
"I'm feeling great," he says,
"and I'll be fishing again soon."

—Photo By Lee

Resident Comments
On High School
Health Clinic

By Mrs. R. F. Walthour
Our community is deeply grateful to Dr. Grimball of Greenville,
Dr. Horton of Pendleton, Drs. Harper, Haddock and Wilds of Anderson, Drs. Wells, Nickles. Webb and
Hines of Seneca, and Dr. Craig of
Walhalla for making the ClemsonCalhoun school clinic possible
again this year. Through their cooperation 275 pupils of the school
were given a thorough physical examination under the direction of
the schol welfare committee lead
by Mrs. J. P. Gammon.
The results of the clinic were
gratifying because they revealed
that most of the children of the
school are above average in physical fitness, and that this condition is largely due to corrective
measures taken by parents, and
welfare committee members following clinics of previous years.
This year fewer children than
ever before were absent from the
clinic, which in itself shows a
growing appreciation of the values
of the clinic in insuring community health. Each year parents manifest a deeper understanding of the
purposes of this health activity.
This makes follow-up corrective
measures easier to accomplish.
If through this community effort one small physical defect in
one small body is discovered in
time to forstall even a minor physical handicap it could be truthfully said that the Clemson-Calhoun clinic had accomplished its
purpose.

Little Theatre Group
Has Successful Start

FURNITURB COMPAN

309 S. MAIN —ANDERSON, S. C. — PHONE 70

ROLLS DEVELOPED

At a gala opening the Clemson
Little Theatre Group presented
"Dulcy," the first of a series of
three act plays.
. More than 400 people became
first nighters when they attended
the opening of the series at the
Calhoun-Clemson high school.
President R. E. Ware said that.
large attendance insured the group
of a successful financial season at
least.

Any size roll kodak film developed,
eight never-fade Velox prints for only
Low price* on candid film. Handy
mailing envelopes furnished.
VALUABLE PREMIUMS GIVEN

(COIN)

MAIL YOUR FILMS TO

JdcTfabbit Co.
SPARTANBURG, S. C.

DR. MILLS SPEAKS
Dr. W. H. Mills of the Agricultural Economics department spoke
to the Rotary Club in Columbia
recently on economic problems of
the South.

DRINK

Time On Her Hands
Miss Jeannie Shanklin, when
about to enter the main building
Monday morning, found the large
minute hand off the east side of
the tower clock lying in her path.
Later it was carefully carried into
Mr. Littlejohn's office for safe
keeping.
The., hand, thought to have
blown off during Sunday night's
hard wind, will be replaced soon.

The x juse that refreshes
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. — ANDERSON, S. C.

0 This year a new car—the Mercury 8—joins the Ford-Lincoln family . . . fulfilling the desire of
many motorists for a quality car priced between the Ford V-8 and the Lincoln-Zephyr V-12 and
combining many virtues of each. The Mercury brings to a new price field an established tradition —
the Ford tradition — of progressive engineering, mechanical excellence and outstanding value.
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The Mercury 8 is a big, wide car, with exceptional room for
passengers and luggage. Clean, flowing body lines are Lincoln^
Zephyr-inspired. A new 95-horsepower V-type 8-cylinder engine
provides an extremely favorable power-to-weight ratio and
assures brilliant performance with V-type economy. Mercury
brakes are hydraulic; body and chassis all-steel. Appointments
and upholstery are luxurious. New developments in weight
distribution, soundproofing and seat construction make the
Mercury an extremely comfortable and quiet car. . . . Your
Mercury dealer invites you to see and drive this new quality car — a new name, a new car, and a new value for 1939.

FEATURES OF THE NEW MERCURY 8

116-inch wheelbase; more than 16 feet
over-all length • exceptional width and
room for passengers • new 95-hp. V-type
8-cylinder engine • new hydraulic
brakes • modern flowing lines • luxurious appointments and upholstery •
new soft seat construction • thorough
scientific soundproofing • balanced
weight distribution and center-poise
design • large luggage compartments.'^
FORD-BUILT MEANS TOP VALUE

FORD MOTOR COMPANY, MAKERS OF FORD, MERCURY, LINCOLN-ZEPHYR AND LINCOLN MOTOR CARS
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ky and
Furmari, Captain Charlie Woods

and Co-Captain Curtiss Pennington, below, prime their team
mates for a "whirl-wind" finish to what some sports writers
consider Clemson's most successful season in 38 years.

Delegate Reports On State Press
Convention Held In Due West
Clemson

Selected

For

Press Meeting
By Barney Marshall

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 19{8.

MANESS

did his share of yard gaining in the George Washington game last
Saturday. The picture below shows the sophomore back being tackled from behind, after a fine through line run.
- "

'39 ®-

Jungaleer Swingsters
Better Than Ever

Once again "Silver", the Tiger
By Nelson Gore
staff car, has come through, and
with her iron lungs panting after 1 The latest indications are that
a hard run, she noisily deposited the Jungaleers, Clemson's own
demon's delegtes to the South dance band, will be better than
Carolina Collegiate Press Conven- ever.
tion on the Erskine College campAccording to Russell Wolfe, the
us at Due West Thursday after- director, there are still few rough
noon, Nov. 3.
spots in their music. However,
Those representing the Tiger these will soon be ironed out. That
were: Earl Mazo, managing ed- their music Is well liked is eviitor; Richard Braithwaite, news denced by the warm approval the
editor; Manny Lawton, Ass't bus- boys received at the Clemsoniness manager; and Barney Mar- George Washington dance in
Greenville last Saturday night.
shall, feature editor.
The organization is the same as
Immediately upon arrival registration took place, and at 5:30 it was last year except for G. M.
an informal supper, attended by Turner at bass violin, J. L. Cox,
all delegates and students, was tenor sax, and R. B. Day, trumpet.
held on the terrace of the Girl's W. F. Horton, who is already a
campus. This was followed by a favorite for this sweet style of
humorous one-act play given by trombone rides, has added rnany
members of the the Erskine stu- hot numbers to his folio.
The Jungaleers have incorporatdent body.
ed many sweet tunes into their
At the conclusion of this pro- style of playing. This makes for
gram the delegates were treated a greater variety of music and
to .a famed Erskine "soiree". It will satisfy listeners who like
somewhat resembled a dance with smooth music and those who like
the customary "breaking," and in hot music alike.
brake, not clamped down, whirled
this way introductions were forthThe Jungaleers are signed to
up and over and the end conne«te"d"
coming, and conversation was sub- play for a dance tomorrow night.
with Mr. Fernow's cranium.
stituted for dancing. This affair At present this is their only enLaughing about it now, Mr. Kerended the day's activities and the gagement before the Christmas
now recounts that "the lights w ent
delegates returned to their campus holidays.
out for a few minutes, but th ere
homes for a night of rest.
(Editor's Note:—This is an-/<$>
were no serious results.
Friday morning started with a
other in a series of informal
"Amusing as well as danger ous
that
won
for
Cornell
the
annual
7:30 breakfast, followed by a bussketches about members of
things occur in the engineer ing
iness meeting at 9:00 a. m. pre-1
racing regatta at Potighkeepsie laboratories," Mr. Fernow rema rkClemson's faculty.)
sided over by Ed Franz of Erskine.
By Frank Mills
over Pennsylvania, Columbia, and ed. "Once a fitting on a ste am
An
Agricultural
Journal
namDiscussion concerning the betterIn 1904 and 1905 B. E. Fernow, Wisconsin, by establishing a quar- line in the laboratory broke lo ose
ment of college newspapers and ing Contest.
engineering professor at Clem- ter mile lead . over the nearest and the escaping steam made qi iite
magazines in S. C* was the chief
Harris Beach, editor of the re- son, rowed in the Cornell varsity competing shell. Racing had a a noise downstairs. I ran from
topics discussed. A red hot camcently
founded agricultural jour- crew which brough trim Cornell great" value' for him, he says, for my office to go down to the ba sepaign to determine the scene of
nal
invites
all Clemson students to racing shells across the finish line it showed him just how much re- mect and shut off the steam fr om
next year's convention was next
submit
names
'for this new campus for victory on numerous occasions; serve energy he possessed, how the power plant. As I ran aroi ind
in order, and with Earl Mazo dis"In the middle of the night, I much he could do after he felt the corner, Jeff, the janitor, s aw
publication.
playing his best form in oratory,
would get up to play in a .string his
last ounce of energy had been me coming. He had heard the t erClemson won the decision over the
The author of the winning quartet," says the same Mr. Fer- spent. He admits that the terrific rific noise himself, and he m ust
Citadel.
now, of his hobby and chief inphysical strain did exact a toll, have thought that the building i ras
All delegates were invited to name will receive three dollars terest in life.
and that he has a weak about to explode and I was r in—cash.
enjoy a musical program given
Since 1906, Mr. Fernow has however,
heart
which
he believes can be ning for my life, for he did a
by Bouhmir Kryl and his famed
worked in New York, Pittsburgh,
reverse and went around left < mi
Contest
Data:
directly
traced
to rowing.
symphony orchestra, and at the
Milwaukee, and other Eastern
of the hall and out the front dpor
Students
may
enter
as
many
"The
closest
call
I
ever
had
was
conclusion dinner was served on
cities in all types of industry, and a near accident that occurred in with dazzling speed for a good! 30
names
as
they
like.
Sigh
each
inthe campus. At 2:30 p. m. delehas been a professor of engineer- Pittsburgh, when I was working yards before he stopped to {see
,
gates witnessed Erskine's football ilividual entry.
ing at Cornell, Worcester, and
A
box
will
be
placed
at
the
on a Corliss engine that, had sup- what was happening to the buatldteam as it handily defeated WestClemson.
been left in a safe condi- ing. It was a rather sheepish Jfeff
guard
room
for
these
names.
ern Carolina college by the score
Such is the versatility of the posedly
tion.
An
old man was clamped who returned soberly to the bui ldThe
contest
begins
tomorrow
of 25-0.
man who now helps guide the to the engine
and his valorous conduct v as
(Here, Mr. ing, subject
and will last through Nov. 11.
education of student engineers in Fernow paused wheel.
of. faculty humor for
The concluding banquet was one
The winner will be announced Clemson.
to explain that an the
quite some time."
of much color, and with all par- in the next issue of the Tiger.
"old
man"
is
not
human
but
a
graduated from Cornell in device for backing a drill out of a
ticipants in the best of spirits, apThe editors and faculty advisers '04Hewith
an A. B. degree, and sepetites were soon appeased by a of the journal will judge.
When the engine turned FERRIER TO TAKE
his M. E. at Cornell in '06. hole.)
wonderfully prepared 'meal. The
over one time the clamp missed me
Only one prize will be given, cured
He worked with chemists in Syra- just the barest fraction of an inch.
last course finished, judges of the $3.00 to the winner.
cuse, as a' designer of power plant Then it went,on around and tangl- DOCTORATE EXAM
journalistic endeavours of the compiping in New York, and as a ed in the chain hoist which broke
bined colleges represented were
Professor; Ferrier of the sch< )ol
Club Songs
and clutch expert in Mil- loose and whizzed by my ear so
announced. The Furman "Hornet"
The Clemson Glee club sang magnet
of Agricultural Economics 1 3ft
waukee.
He
taught
three
years
at
took top honors for college news- the two selections, "Listen to the
close that I could feel the wind." Clemson Tuesday for the Univei
papers, followed by the Erskine Lambs." and "Neapolitan Nights." Cornell and three at Worcester
Professor Fernow also had one
Polytechnic
Institute,
and
since
"Mirror" and the Winthrop college at the faculty meeting in the "Y"
narrow brush with death in the ty of Minnesota, where he w ill
1928
he
has
been
on
the
Clemson
"Johnsonian." Earl Schmidt's auditorium Wednesday night.
Clemson steam laboratory. An en- take the final steps in procuri tig
engineering faculty.
"Book Leaves" was mentioned in
gine suddenly reversed and the his doctor's degree.
About
music,
he
has
always
been
the field of book reviews.
tality shown by the people of Due
The concluding feature of the West is especially appreciated by very enthusiastic. His only regret
convention was a very appropriate Clemson's'representatives, and the is that he can claim no original
speech by the president of Erskine coming convention next year at composition, but only play and
college, Dr. Grier, and with his Clemson is looked forward to with enjoy the music of others. He is,
319 SOUTH MAIN STREET
words of wisdom ringing in the enthusiasm and may each college however, an excellent violinist, and
ears of some 50 delegates, a final to be represented next year write he and Prof. E. J. Freeman plan
EVERYTHING FOR YOUR CAR AT LOWER PRICFS!
—'30—> was written to a vesy a final —30— with as much re- to revive a string quartet on the
campus this year.
successful convention. The hospi- luctance as did The Tiger.
ANDERSON, S. C.
FHOiME 466
In 1905, he rowed with the crew
■.'.■■'■"■■■■■

PROGRAM
JUNGALEERS TO PLAY
RICHARDSON THEATRE
The Clemson Jungaleers will
SENECA, S. C.
play Friday night at the Abbeville
Nov. 14—19
Armory for the annual celebration
Monday-Tuesday:
of Armistice Day dance.
THREE LOVES HAS NANCY
with Janet Gaynor Robert
Montgomery, Franchot Tone and
Guy Kibbee. Also News.
Wednesday:
Anderson
WHEN G-MEN STEP IN with
Don Terry and Jacqueline Wells.
LATE SHOW
Also Comedy.
Saturday Night
Thursday:
Victor McLaglen
HOLD THAT CO-ED with John
William Gorgan
Barrymore, George Murphy and
Jack Haley. Also News.
'The Devil's Party"
Friday:
.
«YOUNG DR. KILDARE with
Monday-Tuesday
Lew Ayres, Lionel Barrymore
and Nat Pendleton. Also ComClark Gable
Myrna Loy
edy.
Saturday" Afternoon:
"Too Hot
OUTLAWS OF SONORA with
To Handle"
the Three Mesquiteers. Also
Flaming Frontier.
Saturday Night:
Wednesday
A MAN TO REMEMBER with
Judy Garland
Anne Shirley and Edward Ellis.
Freddie Bartholomew
Also Comedy.
"Listen Darling"
[f your hair isn't becoming
Thursday-Friday
to you, you should be coming
Louise Rainer
to us.
Fernand Cravet

STRAND

Bailey and Kay

"The Great Waltz"

Y. M. C. A.
PHONE NO. 230

J. T. BALLENGER, Owner

BALLENGER MOTOR COMPANY
Chrysler—AUTOMOBILES—Plymouth
Sales and Service
SENECA, S. C.

CLEMSON STUDENTS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME
—AT—

SAM'S LUNCH
GREENVILLE, S. C.

109 COLLEGE STREET

Typewriters
Mimeographs
Adding Machines
Office Equipment
Sales — Service — Supplies

H. B. HARPER & BROS.
Anderson

Greenwood

Greenville

HEYWARD MAHON COMPANY
GREENVILLE

Complete Outfitters to College Men

Professor Fernow Rowed For
Cornell, Taught Here Since 71

ANNOUNCING:

RANKING AUTO STORES

Beech-Nut Gum...
"Satisfies me. It seems to fill an after dinner need that
can't be covered by desserts," says Cornish Wilkinson
of the Seneca Journal.
"Keeps me from going completely nuts when I'm setting
up the Tiger and the Journal—all at one time," says
Doug Weaver," general manager of the Journal.
"Tastes fine. I just like to chew for the refreshing flavor.'' says Miss Margaret Duncan, secretary to the
editor of the Seneca Journal.
THERE ARE REASONS FOR PRACTICALLY EVERYTHING—AND CERTAINLY "TASTE, FLAVOR,
SATISFACTION, AND OTHERS" DRAW PEOPLE
TO BEECH-NUT GUM.

"Clemson Headquarters In Greenville"

DeSOTO — PLYMOUTH

KILGORE MOTOR CO.
GREENVILLE, S. C.

SAVE 40 PERCENT
KATJLFR1KS

KAblOS

The Opening Of

PALMETTO
COFFEE SHOP

SEE 1939's TWO BEAUTIFUL CARS

WESTERN AUTO STORE

Announcing...

DORN MANAGEMENT

>erving

T1KKS
ANDERSON

123 N. MAIN

IN PALMETTO HOTEL BUILDING,
MAIN STREET, SENECA, S. C.

WHEN IN ANDERSON EAT AT

THE CAROLINA LUNCH
Meals, Sandwiches, And The Best Hot Dogs In Town.

New Macks
AT

HOKE SLOAN'S
R. O. T. C. Juniors and Seniors—I am selling merchandise on January checks. Feel free to take advantage
of this. No extra charges. Nationally advertised goods
"at regular prices. For example: Crosby Square Shoes,
5.00; Riegel Shirts, 1.65; Botany Ties, 1.00; Capron Hats,
3.50; Interwoven Socks, 3 pairs, 1.00; etc.

ICE CREAM

Made on the Biltmore Estate, near Asheville, N. C.

*
WITH GENUINE pleasure we announce-our appointment as Seneca dealers for BILTMORE ICE
CREAM—famous for its unsurpassed deliciousness. Made only from real cream and the very
choicest ingredients, it is of sure purity and healthfulness. Enjoy "Biltmore" . . .often! Take home
a package to the family! In our dining room and
coffee shop, it will always please us to serve you
this better ice cream.
"SUPREME IN QUALITY SINCE 1897"

PALMETTO HOTEL, Inc.
SENECA, S. C.

, -^

We Invite You To Come In And Enjoy Our First Class Service.
SPECIAL SUNDAY DINNERS WILL BE SERVED FROM 11 A. M.
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iger Eleven Primed for Saturday's Kentucky Game
Tigers Conquer
Colonials, 27-0

TtCEk

■•—-

BY WATSON MAGEE. Sports Editor. The Tiger.
The game with George Washington at Sirrine Stadium
Amplified the lesson that the Tigers learned in such a costly
ler at the University- of Tennessee the early part of the
year. And that lesson was the unparelleled
advantage of down-field blocking to a football team. Remember the old coy of a team
being as good as another in view of the first
downs made: regardless of the score? George
Washington made more first downs than
Clemson. but who can dispute that they
were sadly outclassed? The starting team,
in fact, played only about twently minutes of
the ball game, but in that time they scored
oints. And this was due—aside from the
brilliant running of the backs—to the beautiful blocking down the field. After the backs
e shaken loose from the line of scrimmage, that hardruiming line kept going after opening the holes- and picked up
th«; secondary. This phase of a complicated game certainly
spells the difference between a good team and just another
club plaving because it is the time of vear for it.
THE LOW-DOWN
The singular play which occassioned so much discussion
thfPoccurred in the George Washington game has been explained in many ways, but here is the real low-down. The
-hington Red-Skins World's champs from a professional
stand point, have a play something like this:
Thev plav an unbalanced line to the right, which means on
of ense the left tackle is shifted to the right of the center having ■ only a guard and a center on the left, or weak side, of the
cei iter. A wing-back is placed to the right also, slightly behind,
an i to the right of his own right end. Just before the ball
is snapped this wing-back springs forward into the line,
masking an eight man line, and only three backs. The left- or
wekk-side end then starts in motion behind his own line before
th£ ball is snapped, running laterally with the line of scrimmage to make the play legal. This then makes the left guard
eligible to receive a forward pass, as he is playing now where
th(; left end is usually playing. The officials were warned to
1CM >k for this play before the game by the George Washington
co iches. They evidently believed the play in dispute to be the
on e just described but the poor men were deluded, for pic-hown two incidents which prove the play illegal.
Fi "stly, Sampson, the man who threw the pass, was tackled by
.5. and his knee touched the ground, causing the ball to
be dead at that point and secondly, the guard was playing
s regular position at guard. Since no man is infallible, and
in view of the fact that the play had no bearing on the final
oujtcome. it's pretty much of all right, but let's hope the boys
at Kehtuckv do better.
CONVERSATIONS ON THIS 'N THAT
* Walter Okurowski and Bob Xowaskey, ends for Clemson
anjd George Washington respectively, had quite an evening
?ing" each other in that well-known language of the
Pc lish: famed for its tongue twisting proper names.
Dan
Cc leman, hard running Junior back from Saluda. S. C. continued his spectacular running from the Carolina game, breaking loose time and again for nice gains. His vicious blocking
ai d tackling is always up to par.
Coach Bob Jones, whose
vdice comes to you over the loud-speaking device a-la-Graham
MJcXamee. received a boost in the Washington Star write up
hf Jack Marshall. Quote:
'But finally, despite the accomtnodating public system
louncer who reminded the referee that Weinberg was an
Jigible receiver and the ball should be given, therefore, to
ison at the point of interception, George Washington was
allowed to retain the ball." Unquote.
BOUQUETS AND ALL
* Coach Speedy Speer, of the Greenville high school team
graduate of Furman University but he deserves ah ung vote of thank from all Clemson faithful by his straightard. gentlemanly attitude toward his boys and their se^_
n of colleges. He does not attempt to influence or pervade his boys into entering his own Alma Mater, but lets
letn choose for themselves and let their best advantage
fcide their course. In this way many fine players have come
the Tigers, bring with them valuable training and the
jpiration of a splendid man to guide them along the path they
fust follow. To mention only a few of the present coop of
reenville High boys sent here by Coach Speedy, are the
Ivne brothers, Oliver and Joe, who have contributed such
ie guard play, big Don Willis who needs no qualifying, and
Imbright. a freshman linesman who is coming along. Others,
|om it has not been our pleasure to know, will come from
r. Speer to the lair of the Tiger.
The University of Kentkv was defeated last week by Georgia Tech by breaks it
ems. Tech had the inspired ability to capitalize on fumbles,
stlv to one extreme, by Zoeller, and convert them into touch|
Xot too bad, we'd say.
"Red Pearson has a major
jim on the un-sung hero spot for the Tigers. Only football
know to what extent the heady signal-calling, savage
lg, and splendid defensive work of "Red" really goes
ye success of the football team to date,
Thadius RolLoore, guard- was quite at home with his Charlestonian acSaturday. He understood not, neither was he under^by Rebbloz, Swett or Schering.
fibs and Hasta Luego.

ALL

APPLIANCES
REFRIGERATION CO.
PHONE NO. 97

The scythe-lite Clemson offense,
■whetted to razor-sharp efficiency
by a great coach, conquered a gallant George Washington Colonial
team in renewing an intersectional rivalry at Sirrine stadium,
Greenville, Oct. 5.
Jess Neely's smoothly functioning gridders drove.for touchdowns
from the very beginning and didn't stop until the final gun. The
Tiger backs. Don "Monk"" Willis,
MacFadden. Bryant, Pearson, MaGoleman and Chovan spearheaded an attack that humbled the
gallant efforts of the Yank;
Touchdowns Galore
The great Clemson Tigers spent
the afternoon scooting the ends
for touchdowns, and for variety,
pounding off guards and tackles.
The Yellow Tide drove over touchdowns in the first, second, and
fourth periods without resorting
to a single bit of their famed
trickery. So powerless was the
vaunted crew from the Capitol
that they never got closer than
the Tiger 25 yard line.
Clemson, rated as one of the
nation's truuly great teams, outrushed and outscored Bill Reinhardt's youngsters who wore themselves well night to exhaustion.
Each of the touchdowns made by
the big Clemson team, clad in yellow for the occasion, was a longdistance affair due to the brilliant
individual efforts of Banks MacFadden and Shad Bryant.
Great Run
Just as the crowd was settling
down to watch an expected close
game, Banks MacFadden on the
very first play, raced 66 yards
for the first touchdown.
Just before the close of the
exciting first quarter with the ball
resting on the Colonial 15 yard
line, MasFadden sliced off his
right tackle for the second score.
Sophs Come In
At this point of the game Coach
eely substituted his sophomores,
who demonstrated an awe-inspiring display of power as well as a
great defense with Chovan and
Coleman reasserting Clemson's
superiorority.
The prettiest play of this ball
game, contributing to a Tiger
tally came late in the second
period. "Monk" Willis on a spinner plowed up to the line and
when about to be tackled lateraled to Bryant who ran 65 yards to
invade the scoring zone.
Shad Lives Up
In the last canto, Bryant lived
up to his reputation of being the
nation's best punt reurner and
ook a pun on his own 35 yard
line and returned the oval 65 to
score.
The entire Clemson team was
brilliant in this great victory,
every member contributing his
share, tackling savagely and blocking hard.
Bob Nowoskey, Colonial left end
who played without a helmet, lived
up to his advanced notices as a
truly great end, pass receiving
and playing defense in a spectacular style. Vic Sampson did most
of the ball-toting for the Capitol
team and carried the brunt of the
Colonial attack.

Furman Freshmen
Defeat Clemson
Young'uns, 13-10
-Furman "Little Wind" rallied
in the last half last Friday to
emerge victorious over the Clemson Frosh by a score of 13 to 10
rrlne Stadium in Greenville.
After an exchange of punts
the young Tigers had gained
ground enough to put them in
scoring territory but instead of
trying to push over a touchdown
they called on McElveen to try
a field goal and this he did in
splendid fashion.
Te Baby Tigers played good ball
for the first half holding the Furman Frosh scoreless.
Twice
the
Furman
eleven
threatened but the white shirted
men held when they got too
close to pay dirt. Clemson made
their first threat good when they
lined up in punt formation and
instead of kicking they pulled a
sneaker with Horse Edwards going through the line for a first
down on the 17 yard line. It was
from this point that McElveen
kicked his fielder.
Reverse
With only a minute to go in
the first half the blue shirted men
pulled a reverse that carried the
ball all the way to the one foot
line but the Tigers held for two
plays an dthe whistle blew to
end the first half with the Clemson Juniors leading 3 to 0.
In the third quarter with Clemson still in the lead Blalock and
MeElveen broke through the Furman line and blocked a punt that
Blalock followed and scooped up
and carried over for a touchdown.
McElveen made the try for extra
point.
After this Furman took the
leading part and started a series
of plays that seemed impossible to
stop. They drove over for their

Teams Are Evenly
1
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-napped as one came from behind.
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Clemson-George Washington game Saturday, and the picture below
—Photo By Lee.

Matched
SEASONS RECORDS
Kentucky
4 6—Maryville College
7
66-—Oglethorpe Universitv .... 0
7—Yanderbilt
14
0—Washington and Lee
8
7—Xavier
26
6—TJ. of Alabama
18—Georgia Tech
19
150

HO
Clemson

Post Tweet
By Arthur Williams
GENE FLATHMANN says that
the Clemson cheering section
doesn't sound at all like the
cheering section of other years.
at's the matter. Gene, aren't
they yelling?
"Shucks, no. They make so
much noise, it's hard to believe
they're u;
AND THE WHOLE TEAM IS
COMMENTING
ON
THE
IMPROVED CHEERING. THEY
THINK THAT PEP IN THE
CHEEKING SECTION MAKES
FOR BETTER PLAYING ON THE
FIELD. So let's keep up the good
work, and do all we can to give
the boys a hand. When they come
on the field for that Furman
game, let's start cheering, and win.
lose or draw let's keep cheering!
CHARLIE WOODS made a remark that accounts in part for
the success of this year's crop of
Tigers. "Banks was already down"
said Charlie, "But I blocked that
George Washington bird anyhow.
Maybe it gave him the wrong
mental attitude." The G. W. man
stayed blocked too. That's the
way the team is doing things this
year. They do everyhing they're
supposed to and then some. And
that "'and then some" makes the
difference between a good team
and a championship team. We've
got champs this year.
EDGAR ROSS of the Savannah
Ross's went into ecstacies over
the boxing team's new uniforms.
They are beauts too. The trunks
are of shiny satin, with a gold
C on the side. The waists are
wrinkled, gold and high. The
tops are about the same as those
of last year. You'll hear of Ross
later in the year. He's the sophomore 129 boxing sensation, and
he's being prepped for national
honors with high hoiDON WILLIS was the subject
of a talk given with much feeling by Nowansky, the George
Washington end who played a brilliant game Saturday. "We had our
defense all set for Willis," he said,
"Then Don carried the ball once,
and we didn't even see him that
time."
THE WHOLE TEAM is mighty
enthusiastic over their record for
the season so far. They've been
licked just once, and then by the
country's first ranking aggregation. With success in the next two
tilts. The battling Bengals may
yet nave bowl dust on the seat of
their uniform pants on the first
day of 1939.
ATTEND LIBRARY MEET
Miss Cornelia Graham, Clemson librarian,- and assistants,
Misses Stevenson and Earle, attended the librarians congrAtlanta recently.
New books and library technique were among the topics discussed.

29—P. C.
13—Tulane
7—Tennessee
7—V. M. 1
34—South Carolina
7—Wake Fores:
27—Geo. Washington

0
10

124

59

7
12
0

The Clemson Bengals, seeking
their sixth victory of the season,
will face a strong group of University of Kentucky sophomores Saturday at Lexington in what is expected to be a tough battle for
the Tigers.
Kentucky has been improving
each week since the season opened,
and lost to Georgia Tech by one
point in their last game in Atlanta. They are led by Hinkebein.
captain and center who is acclaimed by his coaches to be one of the
south's best. Shepherd and Zoeller
have starred in the backfield so
far this season. Zoeller is shifty,
fast and his accurate passes are
ably received by McCubbin Kentucky end. Shepherd is an excellent kicker, and has played full
time*in the past two games.
Bailey Out
The Tigers will do without the
services of Bob Bailey who is on
and a good drink of water
crutches with an infected leg, but
-DvJ JL 1 VJIVI^ U -L relieved Shad Bryant after
the rest of the team came through
-rectacular 65 yard touchdown run during the George
the George_S2ashingtSB struggle""
ington game in Greenville last Saturday.
nnrnucheJC and should be in there
at "the opening whistle.
—Photo By Lee.
Clemson has played two previous games with Kentucky, and
has come out on the short end of
the scoring in both of them. They'
11 be looking for revenge this
week, and jt looks like a hot time
in old Kentucky on Saturday.

Daniel To
Speak In N. C.
Dr. D. W. Daniel, dean of the
school of general science, will
make two addresses in Nc-rth
Carolina next week.
He will speak at the Kiwanis
Ladies' Night in Burlington, X. C.
Nov. 17, and on Nov. 18, in Greenville, N. C„ he will make the principal address at the eastern district meeting of the North Carolina Teachers' Association.
Watch and Jewelry Repairing
Quick. Dependable Service

Feinstein's Watch
Shop
DUKE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Bailey Out Of Kentucky Picture;
May Not Recover By Thanksgiving
Bob Bailey, one of the most outstanding fotball players ever to
sink his cleats into Riggs field, has
been on crutches since the Wake
Forest game with an infected knee.
It is doubtful whether he will be
back with the team in time to
wreck the "House of Magic" and
he is definitely out of the running
for the Kentucky feud on Saturday.
Bailey played a heads-up, spectacular, all-round dog gone good
game of football to help the Bengals down the Demon Deacons of
Wake Forest. His passes led to
the winning jouchdown, and his
inspired punting almost led to a
second. In the last quarter he got
off a seventyVard quick kick that
set the North Carolina bo:
their heels and led to a drive that
came within eighteen inches of
another score. He's the best punter ever to lay his foot to the pigskin in Tigertown. He can pass
the best of them and his running has led to many a Tiger score.
In all probablity, his playing
days are over. In all probablity,
this great footballer has crossed
his last goal. He is a great player
and a god sport, and it would be
just about his speed to "come back
and plow the purple hurricane
down to a little twister after almost everybody but Bob thinks
that he has donned his uniform
for the last time. We are all pulling for his recovery.

first touchdown with out being
halted once.
Forward Drive
On their second drive there occurred the only penalty of the
game. After going down to the
one foot line for the third time
the Tigers got a little anxious
on the first play and the referee
called offsides on them and penalized them half the distance of the
White Is 111
goal which was six inches. One
A. G. White, assistant Agriculother time offsides was called on
both teams so there was no pen- tural Economist at Clemson, is
ill at the Anderson hospital.
alty.

DURHAM. N. C.
Four terms of eleven weeks are
given each year. These may be—
taken consecutively (graduation ir~
three and one-quarter years) o
three terms may be taken each!
year (graduation in four years)
The entrance requirements an
intelligence, character and threef!
years of college work, includin;
the subjects specified for Class
A medical schools. Catalogues and
application forms may be obtained from the Admission Committee.

'SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"
CORSAGES FOR THAT DATE

DAVIS FLORAL CO.
Phone 101 — Res. 889
On The Square

Anderson, S. C.
Member T. D. S.

FURNITURE
FOR THE BETTER HOMES

MARET-WILLIAMS COMPANY
WE FEATURE GENUINE REPRODUCTIONS IN ANTIQUES
UPHOLSTERING — REFINLSH1NG
PHONE 423
120 W. Whitner St.

Kentucky - Then Swamp h

Anderson. S. C.
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f*T TTlVf QrYXT'Q T?OfYH/f in Fort Hill> commonly known as the Calhoun
VvJLiJCjlTJLOwll O XV-WV/lYxMansion is being refurnished with the college
founder's own furniture by the John C. Calhoun chapter, U. D. C. This room, will be open
for inspection Sunday, at the 100th Clemson-Calhoun weddin ganniversarv celebrations.
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Sunday Marks 100th Anniversa
<

Clemson's Marriage To Miss
Calhoun Here To Be

Y' NEWS
By Bill Wade
Open House

Celebrated
Mrs. F. T. Dargan, president
of the Calhoun chapter, United
Daughters of Confederacy (Clemson college's chapter), said this
week that she is expecting many
visitors to Clemson's shrine, Fort
Hill, this Sunday which is the
hundredth wedding anniversary of
Thomas G. Clemson to Ann Calhoun, daughter of the stateman,
John C. Calhoun.
The wedding took place at Fort
Hill, commonly known as the
Calhoun mansion.
The special Clemson room in
the mansion will be open to the
visitors Sunday. It is the room in
which Thomas G. Clemson, the
college's founder, slept, and the
furniture there now is his.
Cadet Brigade Commander Jack
Baskin said today that it would
be impossible to have a regular
cadet brigade review or special
service for the student body Sunday, but "then entire corps will
be on hand to render what assistance it can to MTS. Dargan and the
ladies of the U. D. C. We feel this
day as one important to each of
us," said Baskin, "I know that
Cadets will visit the mansion
with guests that they have invited
up Sunday."

Activities Of Clemson Churches

AND THE
SEVEN DWARFS"

is being raised for the purpose of
erecting a chapel at Canuga Lake,
N. C, conference center of the
Carolinas, of which Bishop Finlay was director for many , years.
METHODIST
The Oconee County Young People's Union will hold its monthly
session at the Clemson Methodist
church, Friday night,- Nov. 11, at
7:30.
The Epworth League of the
Young People's Division meets
Wednesday night at 6:45, as usual.
BAPTIST
On Sunday, Nov. 6, Dr. C. A.
Jones delivered the sermon at the
Clemson Baptist church. Dr. Jones
is secretary-treasurer of the Baptist General Board of South Carolina, and while here, discussed
plans for having the Board cooperate with the church in an attempt to get new additions to the
present building.
Sunday, Nov. 6, he B. S. U. Deputation Team had charge of the
Vesper program at Limestone college. The team gave quartet and
solo selections, and delivered short
talks, using the theme "Jesus
Calls Us." While at Gaffney, the
cadets were entertained by the
Limestone B. S. XT', chapter. Those
making the trip were: Ed Switzer,
John Lynes, Melvin Cantrell, Ed
Young, George Bonnette, Leroy,
Simmons, and Kenneth Brown. In
return, a deputation from Limestone will- have charge of Vespers
at the Clemson 'Y' on Sunday afternon and evening, Nov. 20.
In co-operation with the Anderson college B. S. U., the Clemson chapter will begin a series of

—ALSO—

Compliments of

By Rogers
EPISCOPAL
Rev. C. B. Blakeslee, father of
Mrs. Smith, whose ' husband is
with the Engineering Department
of Clemson was guest preacher
at the Episcopal church here Sunday, November 6.' He is planning
to return to his home in Willard,
N. Y. this week.
Wednesday, Nov. 8, eight members of the Episcopal church attended the district meeting of the
Auxiliary at St. Andrew's, Greenville. Dr. A. M. Sherman of New
York City was guest speaker.
A special congregational meeting will be held following the
regular service next Sunday, Nov.
13, for the purpose of electing delegates to the special convention
of the Diocese of upper South
Carolina.
Next week a special committee
of Episcopal students will canvass
all members of the Episcopal
church for gifts toward the Bishop
Finlay Memorial Fund. This fund

PARIS THEATRE
GREENVILLE, S. C.
Today—Friday—Saturday
It's Worth Riding 30 Miles To
See . . .

"Snow White

CHARLIE

MCCARTHY

WELCOME
CLEMSOIV
STUDENTS

Only—

15c

radio programs over WAIM at
12:15, Dec. 8. The programs are
to be arranged so that each school
will come on once a month, alternating two weeks apart. On Nov.
12, Saturday, the B. S. U. will
be" the guest of Anderson college
at a social.'
PRESBYTERIANS
On Dec. 4-5, the Sa.uth Carolina
Presbyterian students will have
the first state P. S. A. meeting. All
colleges will be represented, and
it is hoped by members that the
P. S. A. will be as great a benefit
to Presbyterian students as the
B. S. U. is to the Baptists and the
Epworth League to the Methodists.
G. M. McMillan is the first
state P. S. A. president, and the
Clemson organization is under the
supervision of Dr. S. J. L. Crouch.
The regular meeting will be
held in the church club room Wednesday night at 6:15. Bruce Peeling will have charge of the program.

The Clemson College faculty enjoyed its annual "open house in
the Y club rooms nast night. Entertainment was furnished by the
freshman orchestra, and several
special numbers were given by
faculty members. After the entertainment the group was guest of
the 'Y' for the remainder of the
evening.
Eats
The Y cabinet journeyed to
Starr, S. O, Friday night, and
feasted at the famous Pruitt
House. All members and several
others including H. L. Beach, H.
C. Covington, D. T. Pope and Fred
Kirchner were present for the occassion.
Open House
Approximately two* company's a
week have been entertained in
the club rooms during the past
few weeks, and plans are being
made to entertain the remainder of
the corps before Christmas. An
unusually large number have been
present for these socials. Last
week Captain D. T. Pope's company had 117 out of 118 mem on
hand at their fellowship meeting.
Vespers
Vestpers next Sunday will be
in charge of the Brenau College
delegation who will conduct programs at the afternoon and evening services. Last week Mr. Sidney
The annual Red Cross Roll Call Carpenter and a group of girls
for Clemson will begin Friday, from union were on the program.
Nov. 11, it was announced this
week by Prof. M. E. Bradley,
When In Greenville Stop
chairman of the ClemsorPbranch,
A. R. C.
—AT—
Mrs. H. C. Brearley will direct
the campus call, and a program The Blue Bird Ice Cream
for barracks canvasses is being
Store
made out.
112
N.
Main St.
P. B. Holtzendorff, Clemson's Y
Greenville, S. C.
secretary, is chairman of the Oconee Red Cross division.

HOUSEKEEPER S K1.

lege founder's constant remark, as he looked from the Cj
houn mansion porch to the present barracks sitecollege will grow up there." Mrs. Prince, now about 90,|
living in Calhoun with her daughter. She kept house
Thomas G. Clemson at the time of his death.
—Photo By
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Red Cross Ready For

Annual Drive

Eat At
If It's A Shave or a Haircut,
Stop In To See ns!

The Brown Derby
"The Best In Town"

Jordan's Barber Shop

RECREATION, INC.
■

BOWLING

BILLIARDS
RESTAURANT

EXCELLENT FOOD

POPULAR PRICE$

Greenville, S. C.

GREENVHJJE

-1%

Mather Furniture Company
208 North Main Street
Greenville, S. C.

xhese action shots of
"Whizzer" White... famous All-America^
football star. . . show what it takes to be al
triple threat man.

DAVENPORT'S
The Shop For College Men.
207 North Main St.

Greenville, S. C.

VAUGHAN'S — JEWELERS
16 WEST NORTH STREET
RELIABLE GOODS ONLY

MODERATE PRICES

. . that's the reason Chesterfield]
stands out from the others

GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
WKE.V IN ANDERSON, VISIT

THE MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson's Most Modern Restaurant
ANDERSON, S. C.

HIGHEST

QUALITY

The reason Chesterfield is
different is because it combines tht^
smoking qualities of the world's bes^J
cigarette tobaccos in one cigarettes
It's,the right combination of thesi
tobaccos... mild ripe home-groww
and aromatic Turkish, rolled in purq
cigarette paper...that makes Chesterfield a better cigarette for you tol
' smoke... milder and better-tasting.]

mmm
mmsT

FURNITURE—LOWEST

PRICES—EASIEST TERMS!

JP

R. FRETWELL & SONS, Inc.
ANDERSON, S. C.

illllli

Opening Kay's New Alleys Tuesday,
November 15.
.,.the blend that can't be copied

Souvenirs For Ladies. Prizes For High Scores And

...the RIGHT COMBINATION of the

tPrize.

world's best cigarette tobaccos
Copyright 1938.

LIGGETT

& MYERS TOBACCO CO.

